Cookies Policy
What is a cookie?
A cookie is a small data file located in your browser on the device (computer, smartphone or tablet) on
which you browse the site. Its job is to help the pages you browse work properly and display the right
content. Most browsers automatically accept cookies, unless your browser is set differently.

Where do we use cookies?
On the tapix.io website and other websites operated and supported by Dateio, s.r.o.

Why do we use cookies?
They help to remember your activities and preferences for a certain period of time, so that you do not
have to re-enter them when you return to the site or go from page to page. In no case can cookies be
used to identify visitors to third parties.
Information from cookies can then be used for targeted advertising, statistical evaluation of visitor
behavior, etc.

What cookies do we use?
Technical cookies
• These cookies are mandatory.
• If you did not have them in your browser, the website would not work properly. For example, the
page would not remember the information you entered, and you would have to re-enter it each
time.
Analytical cookies
• You can manage these cookies yourself in your browser.
• The data collected is anonymous and aggregated.
• As analytical tools we use Google Analytics, Hotjar, Facebook Pixel.
• With them we can constantly improve the website through the monitoring of statistical data,
such as what was the total traffic of the given page, how many people clicked on the given button,
etc.

Marketing cookies
• You can manage these cookies yourself in your browser.
• The purpose of these cookies is to display the offers on the Internet correctly according to your
preferences so that you are not bothered with something that is not relevant to you.

How can I manage cookies?
Each browser manages cookies, and you can manage them yourself, and there are several options
available:
•

Block = Disable, but some pages may not display properly and some functional parts, such as
calculators and other forms, may not work as they normally would.

•

Manage or delete, but even in this case, certain parts of the website may not work properly.
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